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Nucleosome Arrays Reveal the
Two-Start Organization of the
Chromatin Fiber
Benedetta Dorigo,1* Thomas Schalch,1* Alexandra Kulangara,1
Sylwia Duda,1 Rasmus R. Schroeder,2 Timothy J. Richmond1.
Chromatin folding determines the accessibility of DNA constituting eukaryotic genomes and consequently is profoundly important in the mechanisms of
nuclear processes such as gene regulation. Nucleosome arrays compact to
form a 30-nanometer chromatin fiber of hitherto disputed structure. Two
competing classes of models have been proposed in which nucleosomes are
either arranged linearly in a one-start higher order helix or zigzag back and
forth in a two-start helix. We analyzed compacted nucleosome arrays stabilized by introduction of disulfide cross-links and show that the chromatin fiber
comprises two stacks of nucleosomes in accord with the two-start model.
DNA in eukaryotic cell nuclei assembles
with histone proteins into chromatin (1). The
nucleosome constitutes the first level of
organization (2, 3). The B30-nm[ chromatin
fiber consists of nucleosome arrays in their
most compact form and is typically posited
as the second structural level of DNA organization (4). The hierarchy continues with
increasing DNA-packing density until the
metaphase chromosome is attained (5). The
structure of the 30-nm fiber, or nucleosome
higher order structure, has been contentious
for two decades. Most models have in common that an open zigzag string of nucleosomes self-assembles into a helical structure
È30 nm in diameter. The models can be
grouped into two classes: (i) the one-start
helix, with bent linker DNA connecting each
pair of nucleosome cores, which follow each
other immediately along the same helical path
(6) (Fig. 1A), and (ii) the two-start helix,
based on straight linker DNA connecting
between two adjacent stacks of helically arranged nucleosome cores (7). The most prominent representative of the one-start class is the
1
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solenoid, where the nucleosomes coil around a
central cavity with Èsix to eight nucleosomes
per turn (8–10). The two-start class is divided
between two main models named the helical
ribbon model (7, 11) (Fig. 1B) and the
crossed-linker model (12) (Fig. 1C).
With the aim of elucidating the higherorder structure of compact nucleosome arrays,
we developed an in vitro system for producing
highly regular arrays incorporating all recombinant components (13). With these arrays, we
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have shown that the base of the histone H4 tail
is crucial for compaction. The crystal structure
of the nucleosome core particle reveals that
this region (amino acids 14 to 19) makes an
interparticle contact with H2A/H2B of a
neighboring particle (2, 3). We used this information to select a pair of cysteine-replacement
mutants that stabilizes the higher order structure by disulfide formation. We constructed
mutant versions of histones H2A, H2B, and
H4 by replacing one selected amino acid with
cysteine in each version Efor H2A, Glu56,
Glu61, and Glu64 (H2A-E56C, H2A-E61C, and
H2A-E64C); for H2B, Gln44, Val45, and
Glu110 (H2B-Q44C, H2B-V45C, and H2BE110C); and for H4, Lys20, Val21, Arg23, and
Asp24 (H4-K20C, H4-V21C, H4-R23C, and
H4-D24C)^, and nucleosome arrays were
assembled by using 12 different pairings of a
mutant H4 with either a mutant H2A or H2B
(table S1). The range of distances between the
side-chain g atoms of the selected pair of
amino acids spans 3.8 to 9.7 ) determined
from the nucleosome core structure. Crosslinks were formed in solutions containing a
1:1 ratio of reduced and oxidized glutathione
to promote disulfide formation without driving cross-linking irrespective of array folding.
MgCl2 at È1 mM or È100 mM was used to
cause compaction, or alternatively the linker
histone H1 was used to compact arrays in the
absence of divalent cation. Initial trials cov-

Fig. 1. Models for the
DNA path in the chromatin fiber. Higher
order structure models:
(A) one-start solenoidal
(6), (B) two-start supercoiled (7), and (C)
two-start twisted (12).
Upper views have the
fiber axis running vertically; lower views are
down the fiber axis.
DNA associated with
the nucleosome core is
red/blue, and linker DNA
running between cores
is yellow. These models
are idealized, with nucleosome cores in each
start contacting each
other. The open threedimensional zigzag seen
in conditions not fully
compacting may be a
precursor (21).
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ered a range of reaction conditions for all 12
mutant-containing arrays, but only the H4V21C/H2A-E64C combination yielded a major cross-linked species (Fig. 2). Therefore,
the H4-V21C/H2A-E64C combination was
used in all subsequent experiments.
Disulfide formation in this system requires
array compaction, and compaction requires inclusion of divalent cation or histone H1.
Sedimentation velocity analysis shows that
dodecanucleosomes containing the H4-V21C/
H2A-E64C histones have a similar degree of
compaction as compared to arrays containing
wild-type histone sequences (13), both in the
unfolded state with no divalent cation present
and after crosslinking in the fully compacted
state (fig. S1A). The crosslinked arrays maintain a fully compacted structure to lower
divalent cation concentration as compared with
the wild-type arrays (0.5 mM versus 1.0 mM
MgCl2), indicating that the disulfide bonds
formed stabilize the folded, compact state (fig.
S1B). Once formed, the cross-links prevent
arrays from full unfolding in conditions
lacking divalent cation. The diminished compaction of the mutant array compared with that
of wild type in the presence of dithiothreitol
(DTT) above 0.5 mM MgCl2 indicates that
H4-V21 and H2A-E64 contribute to internucleosome interaction in the folded fiber.
Cross-linked arrays can be cleaved under
nonreducing conditions in each linker DNA
segment by Sca I endonuclease. The maximum length of the cleaved arrays observed
by native agarose-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (APAGE) after this treatment
reveals the number of starts, or columns of
nucleosomes, in the chromatin fibers. We
show that, for arrays with either 12 or 10
nucleosome repeats, the maximum number
of nucleosomes remaining after cross-linking
and cleavage is 6 or 5, respectively (Fig. 3).
We confirmed that virtually all linker DNA
segments are cleaved by observing that
essentially only mononucleosomes exist after
reduction of cross-links with 100 mM DTT.
This result demonstrates that the compacted
nucleosome arrays have a two-start geometry.
The nucleosomes in each start are connected
by disulfide cross-links, so that after linker
DNA cleavage the arrays are separated into
individual nucleosome stacks that are maximally one-half the length of the starting array.
For a one-start arrangement, the linker DNA
and nucleosome-nucleosome cross-links would
reinforce the same connectivity between
nucleosomes, and therefore the longest bands
expected would correspond to the uncleaved
starting lengths of 12 and 10 nucleosomes,
respectively. We have used arrays with different repeat lengths to demonstrate that the
one-start versus two-start result is independent
of DNA linker length. Furthermore, arrays
with one copy of histone H1 bound per nucleosome yield the same result.
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The ladders of bands observed by native
APAGE for nucleosome arrays after disulfide
crosslinking and Sca I cleavage indicate that
not all cysteine thiol groups form crosslinks.

The maximum theoretical yield for a two-start
structure given end effects and the possibility
of two cross-links between adjacent nucleosomes is 83.3% for a dodecanucleosome.

Fig. 2. Internucleosome disulfide crosslinking of histones H4 and H2A with
compaction of nucleosome arrays. SDSPAGE shows that nucleosome arrays
(12 repeats of 177 bp) containing histones H4-V21C and H2A-E64C yield a
specific disulfide cross-link on compaction with 100 mM MgCl2 at 37-C (lane
2) and at 22-C (lane 3). Noncompacted
arrays (no MgCl2, 0.5 mM EDTA, 37-C)
under the same conditions show nearly
undetectable disulfide formation (lane
6) and are comparable to starting
material (lane 1). A competing internucleosome disulfide cross-link between two H4 molecules occurs for arrays compacted under
conditions of 50 mM KCl and 1 mM MgCl2 at 22-C (lane 5) but not at 37-C (lane 4). All crosslinking reactions were arrested by addition of 10 mM iodoacetamide. Cross-links within
compacted arrays (lane 2) can be completely reversed after arrest by addition of 100 mM DTT
(lane 7). A separate gel shows the cross-linking of a nucleosome array (10 repeats of 208 bp) with
Èone histone H1 molecule bound per nucleosome (lane 8).

Fig. 3. Fragmentation of nucleosome arrays with Sca I after disulfide cross-linking. Nucleosome
arrays containing (A) 12 repeats of 177 bp, (B) 12 repeats of 167 bp, (C) 10 repeats of 208 bp, and
(D) 10 repeats of 208 bp with histone H1 bound were cross-linked via H4-V21C/H2A-E64C disulfide
formation under conditions causing compaction. The products of the reactions were separated by
native APAGE before (lane 1) and after (lane 2) digestion with Sca I restriction endonuclease
(markers, lane M). Cross-links were reduced with 100 mM DTT after cleavage to produce
mononucleosomes (lane 3). The positions of starting material, cleaved species of maximum size,
and mononucleosome are indicated. The higher bands (lane 1), present before cross-linking,
represent less than 5% of the material. Arrays with 12 repeats of 172 bp gave compatible results
(22). (E) Analytical comparison of Sca I cleavage products for a dodecanucleosome with theoretical
values. The band intensities for 15 experiments (A) were quantified from the fluorescence intensity
of the ethidium bromide stain (black). Error bars correspond to one standard deviation from the
mean for multiple measurements. The band intensities for one-start (white) and two-start (gray)
structures were calculated based on the measured yield of cysteine to disulfide conversion of
42.8%. (F) Analytical comparison of Sca I cleavage products for an H1-bound decanucleosome
with theoretical values. The band intensities for five experiments (D) were quantified as for (E)
(black). The theoretical values were calculated on the basis of the measured yield of 29.9%.
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Nonreducing SDS-PAGE followed by Coomassie Blue gel staining was used to estimate
the fraction of cysteine sulfhydryl groups in
disulfide bridges. Quantification of the band
patterns for uncrosslinked and cross-linked
samples resulted in a value of 42.8% T 4.7%
(for example, Fig. 2, lane 2). With this disulfide yield, bands corresponding to DNA
lengths greater than one-half the initial number of repeats would be expected for a onestart nucleosome arrangement. Comparison
of the observed with the theoretical fragment distributions for two-start and one-start
structures shows that the dodecanucleosome
(Fig. 3A) has a two-start geometry (Fig. 3E).
Disulfide cross-linking of decanucleosomes
with histone H1 incorporated resulted in a
cross-linking yield of 29.9% T 5.0%, sufficient to reveal a fragmentation pattern also
indicative of two-start geometry (Fig. 3, D
and F).
Assuming random formation of up to two
disulfide bonds per nucleosome-nucleosome
interface, the measured yields of disulfide
formation suggest cross-linking probabilities
(2p–p2) of 76.3% ( p 0 42.8%/83.3%) and
55.6% ( p 0 29.9%/83.3%) for arrays
compacted with divalent cation and H1,
respectively. The corresponding fits (R 0
0.949 and P 0 0.004 and R 0 0.980 and P 0
0.003) of the observed gel distributions with
those calculated for two-start organization
validates this model. The lack of complete
cross-linking suggests that disulfide formation
depends on static disorder or dynamic fluctuations of nucleosomes within the higher
order structure.
We have directly imaged the cross-linked
arrays by electron microscopy (EM) to complement the native APAGE analysis. To see
the direction of the fiber axis clearly, we
prepared mutant arrays with a mean length

of 48 repeats (48-mer) of 177 base pairs (bp)
from ligated dodecamer DNA. After compaction with concurrent disulfide crosslinking, these arrays were applied to grids and
negative-stained with uranyl acetate. Fixatives such as formaldehyde or glutaraldehyde
were not used. The particles appear most
frequently as two equal-length parallel rows
with widths of È25 to 30 nm (Fig. 4A). The
rows correspond to a width of È12 nm and
are interpreted as nucleosomes stacked on
their histone octamer faces, consistent with
the cross-link experiments. The two rows
are indicative of two-start organization. In
contrast, when the cross-link is reversed by
100 mM DTT treatment, the particles lose
their fiberlike appearance (Fig. 4B).
The APAGE experiments suggest that the
nucleosomes in each of the fiber starts
should be visible as separate stacks in electron micrographs after treatment with Sca I.
Images of the 48-mer samples after Sca I
digestion show that the fibers are indeed
separable into single columns (Fig. 4C). The
length of the columns is reduced compared
with the undigested material because of
incomplete internucleosome cross-linking.
Furthermore, pairs of columns sometimes
appear to be coupled at points, because the
DNA connections introduced by DNA ligation are not Sca I–cleavable.
H1-bound 48-mer arrays fixed with
formaldehyde and negative-stained reveal
fibers with regions that are two-start in
appearance (fig. S2A). These images have
an appearance similar to those from studies
using native chromatin (7, 14). Decanucleosomes disulfide-cross-linked with one copy
of histone H1 bound per nucleosome clearly
display two parallel stacks of nucleosomes
(fig. S2, B and C). Evidently, the one-start
versus two-start secondary structure organi-

Fig. 4. Electron micrographs showing the two-start organization of nucleosome arrays. (A) 48-mer
nucleosome arrays were cross-linked via H4-V21C/H2A-E64C–mediated disulfide formation under
compacting conditions and prepared for EM with the use of negative stain. (B) Arrays were treated
with 100 mM DTT to relieve the disulfide cross-link and then prepared as for (A). (C) Arrays (three
separate examples are shown) prepared as for (A) were cleaved at the Sca I site in the linker DNA.
Scale bars indicate 50 nm. EM magnification was 13,000 for (A) and (B) and 26,000 for (C).
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zation of chromatin is not affected by the
binding of one copy of the linker histone per
nucleosome. In this regard, mass-corrected s
values from sedimentation analysis measured for the dodecanucleosomes result in
the same degree of compaction whether or
not H1 is bound, despite the increased
stability it affords (15). In vivo studies have
shown that H1 is inessential for viability of
one-cell eukaryotes (16–19) and that substoichiometric amounts of H1 are tolerated
in mice (20), consistent with our results for
the chromatin fiber based on nucleosome
arrays. Additional specifics of the form(s)
of the two-start structure (for example, Fig.
1, B and C) remain to be elucidated by cryoEM and x-ray crystallography.
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